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Sarens Helps Kick Off a New Era of Space Exploration at
NASA’s Kennedy Space Center

The new mobile launcher being built at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida is
destined to launch new galactic achievements from the Moon to Mars–and Sarens is
proud to be part of this trailblazing new era of exploration.

From Unclassified Rivers to Soviet-Era Jetties, Sarens
Always Finds a Way Forward

What do you do when you have to transport over 100 pieces of equipment 330
kilometres down one of Europe’s last wild rivers?  Poland’s longest river, the Vistula,
is considered “wild” because for at least some portions of its course, no classification
can be granted: that is, there is no guarantee of a minimum draft for sailing. This can
be a problem when you must load a barge with critical, 1.000-tonne project
components and sail it from Gdansk to Plock, 330 kilometres away.

Read full story

Sarens Offloads and Installs 67 Vestas Wind Turbines for
Canadian Wind Farm Project

As the global wind industry continues to grow, Sarens is at the forefront of the energy
transition, lifting and installing massive wind turbines on both land and water. Sarens
was recently selected to offload and install several wind turbines for the new Sharp
Hills Wind Farm project in Alberta, Canada, on behalf of Borea Construction and
project owner EDP Renewables. 

Read full story

Sarens boosts infrastructure development in Ghent with
construction of new tilting bridge

Sarens was asked to assist in the construction of the new Wijnegem bridge. The new
Wijnegem bridge will contribute to improve the road connection for pedestrians and
cyclists. The main purpose of the project was to replace an older structure, thus
ensuring a safer and more efficient infrastructure.

Read full story

Sarens Expands Its Reach in Estonia: A Growing Market for
Crane Services

Sarens, a global leader in heavy lifting and engineered transport, has been making
its mark in Estonia since 2020, setting its sights on a nation with a promising
economic landscape and burgeoning construction sector. As the company
establishes its presence in the Baltic nation, it brings with it a fleet of hydraulics boom
all-terrain cranes ranging from 55 to 100 tons, ready to cater to a variety of lifting
needs across different industries. To further server clients, with larger cranes up to
500T lifting capacity, Sarens also has the support of our well-established branch
Sarens Balticum in Lithuania.

Read full story

Read the story here!
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